


Established to meet the needs of discerning high net worth individuals and corporations, Empire Aviation Group is a private aviation company 
that offers a comprehensive spectrum of five-star services and tailored solutions.

Headquartered in Dubai – UAE, Empire Aviation Group manages one of the largest and most diverse fleets of business 
jets in the Middle East on behalf of various owners. Our services – whether for business or pleasure - include a full 
bespoke management service, aircraft acquisition, charters and flight operations. 

Empire Aviation Group is approved for worldwide operations and continual airworthiness 
management (CAMO) by various international aviation authorities. Our U.A.E based 
aircraft are placed on our GCAA approved Air Operators Certificate for 
commercial operations. For private operations, we are approved by the 
authorities of Bermuda, Cayman Islands and the Isle of Man.

Empire Aviation Group

Our extensive management fleet network 
extends to the Gulf, Africa and the 

Indian Subcontinent.



Empire Aviation Group offers the most comprehensive range of service options possible. With years of collective industry experience and a thorough 
knowledge of the new and pre-owned aircraft market, we are able to provide our clients with impartial acquisition advice.

We recognise that purchasing a new or used private jet is a significant financial investment. It is, therefore, important to gather as much information as 
possible to help guide our clients to buy the right aircraft, at the right price.

We offer guidance and advice at every stage of the process: scouring the globe for the aircraft that will meet our client list of requirements; carrying out 
rigorous inspections to ensure the aircraft meets our very particular standards; handling finance, insurance and other administrative arrangements, and 
ultimately ensuring a smooth, simple, stress-free aircraft acquisition and induction experience.

Personalised Aircraft Acquisition

We can source any type of  new or pre-owned 
aircraft from anywhere in the world 

to meet your objectives.



Empire Aviation Group offers a full management service to aircraft owners, based on a distinctive asset 
management approach. We assist owners in optimising their investments and help protect the long term 
value of their aircraft assets, covering all aspects of the aircraft ’s operation including the maintenance 
management and the option of charter.

We carefully manage a client ’s aircraft according to industry best practices. Our flight crew training, aircraft 
maintenance, airworthiness management, flight operations, flight safety and security systems are all of a world 
class standard.

EAG’s managed fleet network has grown to include the Middle East, Africa and the Subcontinent and includes some 
of the most advanced and valuable business jets in the world.

Aircraft Management

The expertise of  an aircraft management 
company is essential.



Empire Aviation Group provides jet charters to private, corporate and leisure travellers all over the world. Through our extensive network of aircraft 
operators, we have access to a selection of over 4000 aircraft worldwide.

Every customer has specific needs and requirements, so it is vital we pay extra attention to even the smallest of details when handling the 
enquiry. We provide a selection of suitable aircraft to cater for specific budgets and demands – from cost-effective and practical to the 
ultimate in luxury amenities. 

Every trip is assembled and executed with unparalleled attention to detail by our dedicated 24/7 charter executives.

Aircraft Charter



We have an extensive network of  operators 
with over 4,000 aircraft located worldwide.



We take pride in delivering a seamless luxury travel experience when it comes to private jet travel. Our 
5-Star service starts from departure and ends at the final destination.

Our onboard cabin crew are experts in corporate flying and are highly skilled in creating delightful and 
luxurious meals that can cater to every requirement. 

Spacious cabins are well presented with luxurious seating and state of the art entertainment systems, 
providing the right atmosphere to reach your destination feeling refreshed and relaxed, whilst enjoying 
the attention of our on-board services.

On-board Services

Enjoy a comfortable and hassle free journey 
each and every time.



Offering 24/7 worldwide support and client service, our in-house flight operations centre safeguards that the trip requirements of our private 
aircraft owners and charter clients are planned with the utmost care and attention to detail.

We have an extensive flight operation network covering the Middle East, Africa and Subcontinent. The EAG flight ops team is kept busy 
actively monitoring and managing flight missions to ensure a smooth, timely service for our aircraft and passengers. 

Analysis and planning of routes, overflight/landing permissions, on-board conveniences, ground transportation, and onward 
journey requirements are all handled with professional care and confidentiality. 

Every aircraft managed and operated by Empire Aviation Group is maintained in accordance with the 
highest standards set by aviation regulations for Private Aircraft.

Operations - Always in Touch

Our solid commitment to service excellence 
means that clients will always be assured of  the 

highest level of  safety and professionalism.



Empire Aviation Group
Unit F-06 Dubai Airport Free Zone

P.O. Box 293827

Dubai, United Arab Emirates

T: +971 4 299 8444 | F: +971 4 299 8445

Empire Aviation - India
3rd Floor, 11 Commissariat Road, 

Bengaluru - 560025, Karnataka, India

T: +91 80 30031000 | F: +91 80 30031001

General Information E: info@empire.aero | Charter Enquiries E: charter@empire.aero

www.empire.aero 




